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used to print a color poster
what does the k in cmyk mean?
allows scaling or reducing without loosing quality
temporarily switch to the last-used selection tool.
appear outside the crop area boundary 
independent of the four primary cmyk
source system for matching inks
converting spot colors to cmyk without checking
CMYK color inks
what does the m in cmyk mean?
illustrator can embed a font
to access the anchor points in fonts
anchor point display specifications
pen tool will draw a line at 45-degree increments
scissors tool cuts a line segment into how many segments?
pen tool cursor is over the end point of an open path
end points may be connected by using
smooth anchor point has how many curve handles
crop area tool produces what effect
cannot do on the control bar panel you can do with the free 
transform tool
Tall vs. Wide
two objects on top of each other, and the top-most object has a 
stroke of None and the bottom object has a two-point stroke,

two or more points on the same line
24 objects equally spaced around a perfect circle, you would have 
to copy them ___ times around a common center.
Imports and embeds external graphics
designed to not be overwritten
to select Individual anchor points
Lock or unlock guides made from individual objects on their own layers
converts to a regular object
To Intersect an area from two or more shapes
Anchor points are found on both ends
Pulls a curve up and to the right
Points  clicked while drawing a shape
Hold the Shift key while drawing a primitive object
resolution of a digital image
Anchor point appears hollow
Illustrator
two primary types of digital imagessize is not the same as its x-height
turns on and off
available viewing options  in the Illustrator
includes a wide variety of common functionality
The Control Bar is available in which Viewing Mode?
Control Bar Panel changes attributes
name of a tool, and shortcuts
similar versions of the same tool
doesn’t have offer alternative tools
Eraser tool alternative
In addition to the tools offered by Illustrator

CMYK
black

vector graphics
command/control

trim marks
spot colors

pantone
color shifts

process colors
magenta

file is saved in eps format
convert the text to outlines

selection and anchor display 
key is pressed with shift

two segments
diagonal line

join
two

objects within the cropped area

Portrait vs. Landscape
Fill or Stroke of the bottom 

object makes no difference to 
what you see

Average or Align
15

Linked Files
Templates

Direct Selection tool

releasing  a guide
Pathfinder

Segment
Dragging a handle down and to the left

  anchor point
Constrained

dpi
It’s not selected

Vector drawing program
Raster and Vector

toggle
Four

Control Bar
All modes

 exact specific used at the time
 Tool Tips turned on shows

Nested tools
Selection tool
Scissors tool

A dock to customize


